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ay be lighter than
it used to be, but it hasn't disappeared. Petroleum
shortages may lead people away from man-made
fibers back to natural fibers: cotton, linen, and
wool. These fibers require ironing unless finished
with a durable press finish.

Sewers know that press-as-you-sew is a rule
if you are to avoid ending up with a garment that
screams "homemade." Fusible webs and fusible
interfacings require application with an iron.

An iron can be a versatile appliance with sev-
eral uses. When selecting an iron, you should de-
termine your own u'ses and needs. You may only
do light, touch-up jobs, or you may be a person
with a large amount of ironing to do regularly and
will need to decide between a dry iron or a steam
iron. Some irons can be adjusted to do both proc-
esses. Many design features are also available.

Types of Irons

Irons, historically called electric flat irons,
include dry irons; steam and dry irons; spray,
steam and dry irons; and travel irons.

The dry iron is simple, dependable, and the
least expensive model. It has three basic oper-
ating parts: a heating element, a thermostat, and
a temperature selector control.

Steam and dry models have a water chamber
that holds ½ to 1 cups of water. With this
amount of water one can iron on the low steam
setting for 25 to 45 minutes. Steam is sprayed
on the article through holes in the soleplate
when water in the chamber has been allowed
to heat for 3 to 5 minutes, the controls are on
the steam setting, and the iron is in position
for use.

Spray, steam, and dry models have the
features of the dry and steam and dry irons
with an added nozzle which will spray a fine
water mist onto the article as you iron. This elim-
inates pre-moistening or sprinkling items. A
recent innovation is the self-cleaning iron which
is found on the "extra steam" models. A special
setting gives a burst of steam to clean lint build-
up from the vent holes.

If you do buy a steam iron, be alert for com-
ponents that make it easy to use. Look for a
large water opening. A small opening could
cause the water to spill onto electrical parts,
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Questions
Can you answer these questions about

irons? If not, read on for the answers.
1. What types of irons are available?
2. What are four important points to con-

sider when thinking about buying an alt-
purpose iron?

3. What can you look for to make sure the
iron is safe and you are protected from
electric shock?

4. For the most scratch-resistant soleplate,
which wo ou choose?

a) stain s on-stick finish

sistant to starch buil4ba) stainless steel b) non-sti k i

which increases the risk of shock. A gauge that
indicates the amount of water in the iron is an
added convenience.

Steam irons are the most popular model,
outselling dry irons 10 to 1. By turning off steam
and/or spray controls, the iron could also be
used as a dry iron, making steam irons the more
versatile appliance. Turn the steam on, and you
can touch up clothing that may not need a lot
of pressing. If steam is applied without pressure
by holding the steam iron above the article,
these irons will also fluff up the pile or nap of
corduroy and velvet. You can shape or block a
knit garment or press wools by applying light
steam with little or no pressure.

With a dry iron, or on the dry setting, steam
can be provided by using a dampened press
cloth between the iron and the fabric. This
method of providing steam to fabric may also
be desired if the steam setting is higher than
the temperature desirable for the fabric being
pressed. An example would be if steam were
desired for permanent press fabrics.

Travel irons are available with the features of
the above three models. Their main difference
is that they're lightweight (less than 2 pounds).
They are, therefore, more portable and easier
to pack than standard irons. Travel irons have
a lower electrical rating permitting them to be
plugged into motel or hotel room outlets with
less chance of overloading a circuit.



Important basics about an iron
Features may draw your eye to a certain iron

but any iron should do two things: Supply even
heat to the soleplate or bottom of the iron and
keep a constant temperature at any one setting.

A smart shopper might do well to follow a
checklist which includes:

A safety symbol should appear on The iron,
the iron carton, or in the pamphlet. A commonly
seen symbol is UL for Underwriter's Labora-
tories, Inc. which means that the appliance has
been checked for safety against shocks or fire
hazard. Without it, you have no assurance that
the appliance is safe.

A control dial should be easy to read,
understand, and operate. While you are shop-
ping, grab the handle as if you were going to
iron. You shouldn't have to change your grip
to see or operate the controls. This includes
both temperature controls and steam or spray
controls. If you do have to shift your grip, you
may have difficulty using the iron.

A handle should have a thumb rest on both
sides so you can iron with either hand com-
fortably. There should be a generous space
between the iron and its handle so you are not
likely to be burned.

A heel rest should keep the iron from tip-
ping easily when in the rest position. Even with
the iron cord wrapped around the iron, the heel
rest should operate in this way. A good heel rest
can do this if it is the wide back of the iron
handle or if the handle has a special crosspiece.

Test the iron by putting it in the rest position
and pushing it gently on the top. The iron should
be fairly stable in this position and should not
bump off the heel when pushed.

An efficient cord should allow either a left-
handed or right-handed person to use the iron.
If the cord is placed permanently at the back of
the handle, it wllI be easily used, by all people
ironing. However, the cord should not keep the
iron from sitting securely in its "rest" position.

A smooth soleplate should be made of a
rust-resistant material or have a rust-resistant
finish. An aluminum soleplate will allow even
heat conduction, but it does have some disad-
vantages. At low temperatures, an aluminum
iron may not glide as easily as at the higher
temperatures; you might desire the low tempera-
ture for man-made fibers and some finishes.
When using spray starch with an aluminum sole-
plate, it may stick to the iron. Some manufac-
turers are aware of these problems and have
applied nonstick finishes to the bottom of the
soleplate. These finishes are softer and will
easily scratch. With either finish, ironing over
pins, zippers, or sharp objects should be
avoided.

An iron's steam vents should be self-
cleaning to allow removal of lint or the minerals
from water passing through the vents (if se-
lecting a steam iron). Irons with added steam
pressure will "blow out the vents" to remove
such deposits. Location and concentration of
steam vents will have more effect on the flow of
steam than does the number of vents in the sole-
plate.

Blowing a fuse
Although you may get fed up with ironing

now and then, an iron may truly blow a fuse.
The standard iron is generally rated at about
1,100 to 1,200 watts. Since this is a high wattage,
it is easy to waste energy if one pre-heats ex-
cessively or leaves the iron on when not needed.
To conserve energy, first iron those articles
made of fabrics that require the lower heat
settings. Iron each part of an article dry before
going on to another part. This prevents wrinkling
of the article and eliminates the need to re-iron
or re-press.

It is also easy to overload a branch circuit
in your home if you use the iron in a room not
designed for the task, such as a bedroom or
living room. These rooms may already have full
circuits and adding the iron may cause the fuse
to blow.



Use and care tips

Take care of the iron you already have and
you may not need to buy one in the future. These
tips will help you keep an iron in good working
condition.

Use
Unplug the iron and keep it out of reach of

children, even if you only leave it for a few
minutes. The cord may be tripped over and the
hot iron could fali on someone.

Make sure your ironing board is sturdy.
Place the board as close to the wall as possible
and to the outlet in which the iron is plugged.
The board will be more stable and the cord not
so easy to trip over.

Make sure you have the correct tempera-
ture setting for your fabric. We have all probably
seen a scorched garment or an iron that has
a synthetic fabric melted onto it. The cause is a
too-hot iron; some fabrics may even catch fire
if a hot iron is left sitting on them.

Unplug your steam iron when adding water
to it. Remember the great danger of electric
shock if water spills on live electrical parts of
an iron.

Use distilled water or demineralized water
for the best performance and to extend the
iron's life. Normal tap water could leave mineral
deposits in the iron and clog steam vents. Dis-
regard a manufacturer's booklet that says other-
wise. Follow the instructions relative to use or
non-use of commercial cleaners for the water
chamber of an iron.

Care

Disconnect the iron from the electrical out-
let when cleaning. If the soleplate has become
stained or has a starch build-up, wipe it clean
with a cloth dampened in hot, sudsy water. It
should be rinsed with a cloth dampened in clear
water. Never scrape the soleplate with a knife or
sharp object to remove residue.

To remove melted plastics, nylon, or fusibles
from the soleplate, heat the iron just until the
residue softens, then scrape it off with a wooden
or plastic spatula, such as you would use with
Teflon® coated pans. If necessary, a mild
abrasive such as baking soda or silver polish
could be used. Rinse clean with a dampened
cloth or paper towel. On irons with an aluminum
or stainless soleplate, a fine steel wool (0000)
or dampened soap-filled steel wool pad may be
used for gentle abrasion. To clean, stroke lightly
lengthwise of the iron. For a soleplate with a
non-stick finish, use a soapy sponge or nylon
mesh pad. Wipe the iron with a damp cloth and
then heat the iron, run it lightly over a piece of
waxed paper and then over a paper towel or
dry cloth.

To keep the soleplate surface slick and
shiny, and to help retard starch build-up, heat
the iron on the permanent press setting and
rub the soleplate with paraffin or beeswax about
once a month. The excess should then be wiped
off on a paper towel or clean dry cloth.

These care tips refer to both dry and/or
steam irons. In addition, the nozzle of a steam
or spray iron may need occasional cleaning if



it becomes clogged. To reopen the sprinkler
nozzle, insert a fine needle in the hole to clear it.

Commercial iron cleaners are available. They
should be used as the manufacturer directs.

Replace or repair frayed cords as soon as
possible. A frayed cord could cause electrical
shock.

Repair or replace a leaking steam iron.
Leaking water could scald you or it could touch
the electrical parts and give you a severe elec-
trical shock.

Empty the water while the iron is hot so
the residual heat will dry out the water cavity
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and steam-spray channels. Cool the iron before
putting it away as a hot iron or the escaping
steam could damage surrounding materials.

Unplug the iron when finished with use.
Allow it to cool completely in a high place. Make
sure that children cannot reach either the iron
or the cord and pull it down upon them. Store
the iron on its heel rest with the cord coiled
loosely around it.

Prepared by Janice M. Weber
Extension home management specialist
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